CHAPTER 2

High School Daijs
Rennes and Caen (1688-1695)

When
no

Claude was eight years old (some suggest nearly

Public Schools at the time operated by the French

Catholic Church

(St.

John Baptist de La

Salle

year Claude was born), his parents enrolled
College, a nearby private school operated

opened

him

as a

ten), as there

were

Government or the

his first school in 1679, the

day student

at St.

Thomas

by the Society of Jesus.

The Jesuit Courses of Studies
St.

Thomas

College in Rennes was typical of the network of Jesuit All-Boys

Schools of the period.
Elementary, included

Its

all

curriculum of studies began with

First

Grade or

Secondary or Fligh School Grades and ended with

Post-Secondary Third Level Courses.

Apart from the regular subjects (Latin, Greek, French and Mathematics), the
Jesuits offered a

balanced formation that included physical fitness {Mens sana

in

and moral training and various skills and accomplishments then expected of young gentlemen
excellent good manners and proficiency in pubHc speaking, dancing and singing, swordsmanship, horsemanship
and even in personal use of firearms.
corpora sano), religious

—

This all-inclusive and

envied outside of France
tion,

is

elitist

(e.g.

school system, so valued in the Ancien Regime,

England) and hated during the French Revolu-

credited (or blamed) for

social, political, religious

and even

its

immense

influence

literary history

good or bad on the

of 18th century France.

Many

and even revolutionary
thinkers of the period
individuals as different from one another as Voltaire
and St. Grignion de Montfort, Descartes and Bossuet, Bourdaloue and St. John
of

its

alumni were the leading conservative,

—
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liberal

17

Eudes.

It

was

this love/hate attitude to Jesuit

suppression of the Society in 1723,
guillotine for

many

of

its

its

members

Schools that, in part, led to the

expulsion from France in 1765, and the

as

enemies of the people in the bloody

pogroms of the French Revolution.

The New Student
Claude probably started

in

Grade One of

this Jesuit Ratio

thanks to the good foundation he had received from his tutors

not long before his
as a student, his

new

Head of His
As

home,

it

was

teachers began to recognize his above average promise

keen interest in extra-curricular

(pubHc speaking) and the performing
able influence for

Studiorun but

at

good among fellow

arts

activities especially rhetoric

(drama), but above

all

his

remark-

students.

Class

far as studies

were concerned, Claude from the beginning took every-

thing in his stride and graduated so young that even his teachers suggested that

rather than go

on immediately

to post-secondary study of Philosophy, he

away from home as a boarder at the Jesuit College in
Caen in the neighbouring Province of Normandy.
It is ironical that the only surviving documents about Claude's achieve-

should repeat his

final year

ments during these

early years at

St.

College Concerts in which he starred
his third year (1692)

St.

18

and the second

Thomas

—

the

College are two Programs of the

first as

as a ballet

a lead actor in a play during

dancer in his

final year (1694).

Thomas College, in Rennes, where Claude was educated.
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First Steps in His Father's Business

From

even Claude's parents were amazed

his earliest years,

God had given

special graces

their son. Like

many another

loved to imitate the priest at mass and decorate
Virgin. But

now

it

was

different for, never

soon Claude was trying to share

bushel',

In this he

to hide his faith in

them

Blessed Virgin with other boys, organizing

Two Kindred

one

into

his life-long friend

God

but

and associate

Two members
were

Fr.

in

St.

a fellow student, six

Louis Marie de Montfort

good works. Together,

may have dreamed

as the

boys

of great deeds for the glory

some

three

hundred years

after their deaths.

Obedience

First Test in

a boy,

a

thought both would become founders of Religious Societies

little

that flourish, even today,

A

God 'under

devotion to the

prayer groups.

was greatly encouraged and supported by

walked to and from school they
of

little

his

Souls

years his senior, Grignion de Montfort, the future

and

God and

had

for the Blessed

little altars

his love for

very

at the

boy, Claude

little

of the College

Gilbert Petit

staff

and

who had profound influence on Claude as

Fr.

Pierre Descartes

(nephew of the

great

philosopher).
Fr.

Gilbert Petit

was a young

Jesuit priest

on

his first

appointment before

being sent as a missionary to French-Indo China.
Fr.

the
Fr.

Descartes was the Director of

first

Our

Lady's Sodality at the College.

to really test Claude's willingness to

do what he was

told.

Descartes considered Claude and his friends were going too

with their

piety, prayer

and possibly

self denial.

He

fast

He was

Apparently

and too

far

ordered Claude to disband

the whole group.

To the surprise of

all

and the disappointment of

very strong willed, determined young Breton with a

a few, Claude, although a

mind of his own, immedi-

ately did so.

The incident was a great test in humility, for although Claude was in a hurry
on with his Father's business, like Jesus at the age of twelve, he, too, submitted to the voice of authority and was prepared to wait 'because his time had

to get

not yet come.'

Leaving

Home

for the First

Time

Claude was only twelve when he completed with distinction

dilemma

—

secondary studies

down

all

his high-

Thomas College and so his parents were caught in a
keep him at home and have him go on immediately to post-

school courses at

St.

at his old

this scholar in a

away from home

in a

school

or, as

some of

his teachers suggested, slow

hurry and have him repeat his Final High School Year

boarding school

— the

Jesuit International College in

Caen, capital of the neighbouring Province of Normandy.
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It is

more than

likely that

it

was

Fr.

drama

Jean Pierre Longuemore, Claude's

teacher and a friend of the family, himself being transferred at this time to the

College in Caen,

For Claude's

who came up with this brilliant idea.
father, Fr. Jean

emphasized that the year would be a wonderful

learning experience for Claude as Caen, the "Athens of France" because
cultural centres,

was

this ever- increasing

to

Claude

if

ever he

one of the busiest seaports

also

in France

its

many

and exposure

to

import-export trade of France might become a great asset

made business and not law his chosen

career.

good mother, was only worried about her twelve-year-old
boy being all alone in this big bad international seaport. Fr. Jean quickly allayed
her fears saying he himself would keep an eye on Claude who, anyway, would be
living not in a big college residence but in a small well-supervised and privately
Jeanne, like any

owned

hostel.

So while Claude's parents agonized whether they were doing the best for
their boy,

on

this

Claude himself was probably

adventure

—

his first

and impatient

excited

all

to get started

time away from home!

The Enrichment Vear at Caen
To a twelve-year-old of less self-assurance the challenge might have been too

much. But not

for Claude.

On

and

off stage he

was never

afraid. In fact, the

bigger the challenge, the greater always was his effort and courage. So by the end

of the year,

it is

demic awards

not surprising that he came away with three of the

— no small achievement

as

Caen

five

top aca-

College, at that time,

had an

enrollment of 2000 students ft-om every part of France and as well as from other
countries like England and Ireland.

As one Chronicler so well put

Claude

it:

Caen "won

in

approval of his parents and acquaintances by running away with

awards offered by the
the

college, a

the increasing
all

the

honour

place where brilliant minds were the order of

day"
Thus, Claude came through

to his

sound home-upbringing,

this first big test

his

with flying colours and thanks

own good work

habits

and perhaps

the careful eye of his friendly guardian, Claude did not, like so
students,

young men

like

waste his parents'

city,

himself enjoying their

money or miss

this

first

also to

many of his

new-found freedom

wonderful opportunity to grow up.

As he stood on Caen's harbour walls watching the big ships come and

may

have dreamed not so

aries sailing to places

much

fellow

in a big

go,

he

of France's imports and exports as of mission-

beyond the horizon

that

had never heard of

Jesus Christ

or His Blessed Mother!

But be that as

it

may,

Caen. For example, since

it

definitely

Fr.

was not

Longuemare,

his

all

work and no

mentor,

at this

National Press rave-reviews for his theatrical productions,

presume

that Claude,

plays in Rennes,

20

one of

Fr. Jean's

play for Claude in

time was receiving
it is

reasonable to

favourite principals in his high school

would have had some part

in these stage productions in Caen.
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Final Vears at St.

Thomas

The year in Caen passed
was back again in Rennes,
studies in his old

again took

As

first

all

too quickly and by the

living at

Alma Mater. Three

place in

a result he

College

all

home and
years

to

later,

Autumn

no

one's surprise, he once

the final examinations.

was chosen fi-om among hundreds of

his peers to represent

the Graduation Class not in giving a Valedictorian Speech as
in

of 1691 Claude

starting his post-secondary

is

done nowadays

high schools and colleges, but in defending a highly controversial philosophi-

counter arguments of invited members.
Weeks before the date of the debate, the subject was posted on billboards
around the town. As a result of this publicity, the social importance of the event
was much greater than any given to high school on even university graduations
cal subject against the

today.

The Great Debate

On

Red Letter Day surely in the lives of Claude and his parwas planned with the customary pomp and circumstance.
Members of Parhament and City Corporations joined bishops and clergy and
even took part in heckling the youthful defender of the pubUshed thesis.
Apparently, however, Claude (in flawless Latin) was more than a match for
the opposition, for as Henry Koren describes it, his performance that day was
the Big Day, a

ents, everything

brilliant:

"Dedicating his defense to the King's son, Louis de Bourbon, the nineteen year old hoy thrilled

and
the

and charmed

simplicity of his replies, the breadth

his

audience by the clarity

and depth of his knowledge,

glow of his youth and the grace of his eloquence. With

little

or no

help from his professor, he deftly disposed of his opponents by a shattering display of logic. Then, as the thunderous applause died

around

him, this stage of Claude's career

came

to

down

a brilliant and

memorable end.
Exceptionally intelligent, charming in manner, handsome, richly

endowed with material
world at his

feet.

Now

goods, unusually popular, Claude

it

had

was time for him, his parents thought,

the
to

enter society, relax from the drudgery of seven years' intensive study
and become an "accomplished gentleman" In a city which feverishly
tried to

emulate the social amenities of Paris, invitation followed invi-

tation: a

party here, a banquet

the theater

An

—

every host

and

there, the chase, the concert, the ball,

hostess

clamored for

his

company."

Instant Celebr'itLj

Almost overnight Claude became a local celebrity, the 'New Boy on the
Block' and a whole new world was opening up for this young man, who up to
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this

time had been scarcely

friends

and

known

outside his family and a small circle of

fellow-students.

But, even

more unbelievable still, Claude went on to become a celebrity
when a three-page article in the National Le Mereure Gazette

across the country,

(November Edition 1698 pp. 184-6) covered the brilliant Rennes defense of his
on August 25th, 1698.
Although this highly entertaining article in the Personal and Social
Columns of the National Magazine is the sole contemporary public reference to
thesis

Claude, only a brief extract of it can be published here:

We

have received

teenth of this

this report

month

from Rennes

Brittany for the four-

in

that Mr. Poullart des Places, junior, defended a

very good thesis there which he dedicated to

le

Comte de

Toulouse,

Governor of the Province. There was a very distinguished assembly,
including members of Parliament and a large number from among
the nobility as well.

So

many people came forward

then

challenge this thesis that

to

would have taken eight full days for the defendant
objections.

But one can

that even if he

safely say in praise of this

was keenly attacked,

his defence

it

to reply to all their

young philosopher

was more

brilliant still

His solutions appeared so ingenious and delivered with such grace and

who heard

ease that he aroused the admiration of all
(Le Mereure Gallant,

A

November 1698: pp

him...

184-186).

Trip of a Life-Time
In the middle of

all

this

excitement of his coming of age as

further unbelievable surprise

— an

invitation

from

Paris to

it

were,

come and

came a

visit

the

Royal Palace of Versailles.

The reason
had dedicated

for the invitation

(and sent a copy to the Honoree)
For one of

is

not clear but obviously the

his graduation thesis to Louis

lesser balance

may have had something to do

than Claude, the

under Louis XIV might have been the end

and

his fellow-man.

fact that

to

Claude

XIV

de Bourbon, the son of Louis
glitter

with

it.

and glamour of Versailles

God

any dreams of great things for

However, while Claude enjoyed the exciting coach-ride

(very dangerous at that time)

and

his first glimpse of gaie Paris, there

dence to suggest that he was in any way overawed by the

life style

the flattery of the mighty and powerful who, according to

is

no

evi-

of Versailles or

some

authorities,

even suggested an early engagement for Claude to some high-ranking young
lady in the Court of the Duchess of Burgundy.

Claude

may have been

an early marriage, for
his parents' plans.

As

something better for
life

22

in

sure,

mildly attracted to a career

was never then or

at

his first biographer so well

his son,

'in

the king's service' but

any other time, in
put

it:

his

own

or in

"Even his father wanted

of whom he was immensely proud, than spending his

antechambers, courtyards and staircases."
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First Farewell to Paris

Apparently, then, Claude did not overstay in Paris and while he enjoyed the

Rennes among more familiar faces and places.
was impressed by the splendor of Versailles, as a
Breton, he would have been somewhat irked by the Paris Central Government's

visit,

was soon glad

One may assume
apparent

As

its

well,

back

in

regard for Brittany's

little

respect for

to be

that while he

traditional language

demand

and

for

more

Claude could hardly but have been shocked

contrast between the opulence of the Royal Palace
parts of the

city.

What

his first impressions

he would return and throw in his

homeless poor of the

lot

autonomy and

provincial

culture.
a little at the stark

and dreadful poverty of other

were are not known, but one day

not with well-housed rich but with the

city.

J\eturn to J\ennes

However long or short Claude's

first visit

town, things had never been better than

to Paris,

His father's business was expanding beyond
recently Francis
cial affairs

had been appointed

own home-

his

all

expectations and only

to a highly responsible office in the finan-

of the Breton Government [Juge Garde des Monnaies).

Now that

her two children were a

little

started a thriving side-hne business of her
fabrics (then as

And

back in

now for him and his family.

last

now world-wide famous

but not

least,

older, Jeanne, Claude's

own, trading

mother, had

in fashionable Breton

for their quality).

the family had bought a

new house and moved

into

one of the wealthiest and most exclusive neighbourhoods of Rennes.

A Time

of Winnowing
No wonder then this was a real testing time for a young man of Claude's
high spirits. Keeping up with his school pals, like himself free from the restraints
of school and the pressure of examinations and enjoying to the full their new
found freedom, was not easy.
Later in life, looking back on this time even in stark self examination retreat
notes,

Claude could never accuse himself of loose

living or

immorality but he

did admit having financial difficulties keeping up with the Jones despite a gen-

erous allowance from his parents. Although his early biographers suggested his

companions

tried to 'convert'

Claude, even at this time of his
respected

him

Claude to their ways of thinking, it is clear
life, always did his own thing and his friends

for that. For example,

Claude even

as a

young man, never drank

wine, something very exceptional for a Breton and a Frenchman!

A

Brush With Death
It

ing in

was probably around

this

time on one of the gang's

'wild'

the country with firearms that one of his companions,

Claude in the stomach and

nearly killed

Claude Francis Poullart des Places

escapades hunt-

at close range,

him. Fortunately for

all

shot

concerned, the

23

wound though

severe,

was not hfe-threatening. Claude recovered but never

forgot his indebtedness for his escape from an early death to the protection of

whom he had been consecrated as a child.

the Blessed Virgin to

How
thing

is

long this fun period of coming of age lasted

certain:

'fast lane'

and

last

Claude knew that

it

not known, but one

is

could not go on for ever

— one

foot in the

him
more of

of his friends, another going along with his parents' ambitions for

but not

him than just the

least his
life

own

gut-feeling that

God was

really asking

of an ordinary good Christian in the world.

Bridge Over Troubled Waters

No wonder

then that in this time of indecision, Claude opted for a quiet

work it

retreat to

all

out.

Already as a school boy Claude had enjoyed the Annual Retreats customary
at Jesuit

High Schools (and

for years afterwards

common

in Spiritan Colleges

down

(no sports, no
no study) and the school boys, usually so noisy and boisterous at times
of recreation, would be seen walking around the beautiful college grounds, in

world-wide), in which, for three days, everything closed
classes,

monkish

silence, praying,

their hearts to

doing some

God who was

simply opening up
and maybe asking big

spiritual reading or

giving 'joy to their youth'

things of the few in their future.

The Big Decision
Although
details

it is

impossible, for want of records, to

know much about

of this particular retreat (as distinguished from a

retreat reflections are

have noted:

it

still

ended with

extant),
a

one thing

momentous

is

later

one of which

the
his

certain, as all his biographers

decision to

let his

parents

know

his

becoming a priest.
The announcement was to change not only his outlook on life but his close
relations with his friends and family. His father's reaction, as can be imagined,
was predictable for he had been taking it for granted that Claude would, as a
lawyer or a business man or both, follow in his own footsteps and maybe one
intention of one day

day restore the family claim to

nobility.

His mother, Jeanne, only thinking of her son's happiness, would be worried

about the loneliness of life for him as a

priest.

However, both were staunch Breton Catholics with great

faith,

and

so,

while

not outright in their opposition to his decision, they advised him to take more
time. Secretly in their hearts, they
his

may have hoped

their only

son would change

mind.

The disbelief of his closest friends was only matched by their silent respect
and admiration for his initial decision to follow the road less travelled by young
men, then as now, a life of celibate service of God and the people of God.
Like every Spiritan after him (or any young man first breaking the news to
his family that he would like to be a priest), Claude had no clear idea of the
24
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by the famous painter Jouvenet of nineteen-year-old
Claude des Places, Student of the Year, Graduation Day,
St. Thomas University College, Rennes, August 25, 1 698.

Portrait

^

Too many accounts of his life-story reduce the exciting adventure of his
and every Spiritan's vocation into a dull sequence of seemingly pre-ordained
events and foregone conclusions. As will be seen, it was to be the very opposite.
future.

A

Portrait of a
Far

at this

a

more

Voung AAan

realistic is

it

to look closely at a portrait of

Claude commissioned

time than imagine him as anything but a ready-made priest or founder of

new religious

society!
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This portrait of Claude

is still

preserved in the Munich

because of Claude's importance) but that of the painter

whose

interior decorations of the Versailles Palace

Museum

(not

— Jean Jouvenet —

and the Parliament of Rennes

made him famous.
The

portrait

shows Claude

graduate of a Jesuit College
dressed and coiffed, even a

of the English

The

little

portrait, far

Old Regime, a

self assured,

immaculately

in a

a regular French-edition

young man with

as a future priest,

shows him (prob-

a brilliant future as a lawyer holding

hands the traditional prize awarded the Philosophy Student of the Year

bound volume of the

Undoubtedly, Claude was a young

remarkable

command

to the
...

religious

man

great

Kingdom of God,

Roman

he himself so well put

that I have no special dislike for the world any

and priestly life'' Only time would

tell

what

however, was

at this time,

talents for a career in public

for as

in

orator, Cicero.

of great promise and gifted with a

of language. The question

whether Claude would use these

26

aristocrat of the

Blue Boy.

from depicting Claude

a Jesuit College, a leather

them
know

young

arrogant,

Thomas Gainsborough's

ably his father's idea?) as a
in his

as a typical

— young, handsome,
— word,

it:

life

"In

more than

his decision

I

or dedicate

my

heart I

have for the

would be!
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